IMA Sustainable Business Management Committee

Committee Purpose
IMA Sustainable Business Management Committee main focus is on developing thought leadership, professional content, and educational materials that help management accountant understand and implement sustainable business management and reporting.

Committee Responsibilities
Committee members must support and participate actively to achieve the Committee’s purposes;
- Supporting IMA in its own corporate social responsibility, sustainability, or environmental-social-governance (ESG) activities and communications as an organization.
- Creating, developing or facilitating the creation of research studies, articles, educational materials, podcasts, webinars, conference segments and similar content that helps management accountants understand and implement processes and projects that enhance or improve CSR / sustainability / ESG;
- Advocating on behalf of the management accounting profession by participating in regulatory and standard-setting due process activities with respect to sustainability accounting and reporting.

Committee Member Requirements
- Member in good standing
- Be engage in activities related to sustainable business management or reporting
- Be engaged in academic, consultative, government, nonprofit, or other roles in various industries that involve sustainable business management or reporting
- Show demonstrable, significant interest in sustainable business management or reporting and furthering the knowledge and capabilities of management accountants in this innovative and growing discipline
- Dedicated to IMA and sustainable business management or reporting
- Willingness to compromise and evaluate alternative points of view
- Willingness to participate, lead working groups, and draft comment letters

The Nominating Committee will select the most suitable individuals for the open positions. Consideration will be given to the nominee’s abilities, professional qualifications, and diverse backgrounds, including gender.

Terms of Service, Time, and Travel Commitment
Members serving on committee must be willing must be able to commit to personal time and effort to IMA.SBM.C issues and activities, and attend and participate in Committee teleconferences, video sessions, and in-person meetings on a regular basis.
- Committee members may serve a maximum of six consecutive one-year terms as per Board Policy D-115.

For more information, please contact
Patricia Stefanczyk, CAE
Vice President, Governance and Volunteer Relations
+1 (201) 474-1592
PStefanczyk@imanet.org